“Specialist treatment for adults utilising state-of-the-art
technology and modern concepts.”

THE AUSTRALIAN
CENTRE FOR ADULT
ORTHODONTICS AND
ORTHOPAEDICS
The Australian Centre for Adult Orthodontics and Orthopaedics
(ACAOO) conveniently located in the heart of CBD is dedicated
to providing specialist dental treatment for adults. ACAOO utilise
state-of-the-art technology and incorporate modern concepts in
adult orthodontics and orthopaedics to offer the best possible care
available today.
ACAOO focus is to deliver the finest services and products via
interdisciplinary treatment planning and also offers client-focused
treatment plans such as bridal packages, cosmetic make-overs
and complex or surgical cases.
With the expert advice of specialist Dr Gareth Ho and his
experienced bridal consultants, you can have a Smile Analysis and
learn how to reveal your most attractive smile leading up to your
wedding. You will be equipped with ingenious advice when you
pose in front of the camera. No dental treatment, just techniques to
hide the imperfections when you smile.

Before beginning her treatment with Dr Ho, recent patient Patricia
Russo, had very low self esteem because of her crooked teeth. Her
perfect results are a testimony to the work of the ACAOO.
“My treatment was a detailed process but during that time
everything was fantastic and nothing went wrong,” she says.
“Dr Ho did an amazing job and he always made me feel
comfortable. We would sit down and go over each procedure, why
it was beneficial and how it would work.
“He used pictures and diagrams to help me understand exactly
what was going to happen during each stage of my
treatment and no matter what, he always kept me calm.
He taught me how to smile properly and encouraged me to
practice in the mirror so that my wedding day photographs
would be perfect. Now my treatment is complete and
everybody is amazed, especially my husband.”
Contact ACAOO today for that happy and perfect smile.

The Australian centre for adult orthodontics and orthopaedics
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